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THE WHITE FOX
Chen Jiatong
Dilah is a young white fox who returns home to find his mother 
mortally wounded. Before she dies, she tells him of a treasure 
with the power to make animals human. But an enemy fox pack 
want it too, and will stop at nothing to learn its whereabouts …

• The first book in the White Fox series, a bestseller in China. 

• The first middle-grade children’s fiction series ever to be   
 translated into English from Chinese.

• Themes of conservation, nature, civilisation and what it really  
 means to be human. 

• Translated by the award-winning Jennifer Feeley, with   
 gorgeous black-and-white line illustrations by acclaimed   
 young Chinese artist Viola Wang. 

Price:  £6.99
Pub Date: 5th September 2019
CBMC code: D3N79
Dimensions: 198x129 mm
Word count: 50,000 (words approx.) 

Binding: Paperback

ISBN: 978-1-912626-08-3
eBook ISBN: 978-1-912626-49-6
Age: 9+
Illustrations: N/a
Export: Yes
Rights: World English
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An extract from

THE WHITE FOX
Chen Jiatong
‘Oh! Peter, hurry – look quickly!’ Bella 
exclaimed, her pinky finger pointing at the 
fence.

Peter gazed beyond the yard. ‘Wow!’
Dilah was frightened but thrilled. He stayed 

perfectly still, his heart beating terribly fast. 
He was perched on the ground like some sort 
of magical snow creature, a pair of bright and 
piercing black eyes, two small round ears, and 
a large bushy tail trailing behind, his pure-white 
body nearly blending in with the snow on the 
ground. 

‘It’s so beautiful!’ Mari sighed. 
‘What is it?’ Their dad stuck his head out the 

car window, straining to catch a glimpse of 
Dilah, his entire face turning red from the cold. 
‘Oh, an Arctic fox … You don’t see those too 
often.’ 

Bella gave Dilah a friendly wave, and Peter 
whistled. Dilah cocked his head, curious. 

‘Okay, kids. You’re really going to be late, 
now. Get in the car!’ the mother urged, looking 
at her watch.

‘But Mom,’ Bella said softly, ‘can’t we—’
‘Perhaps you’ll have another chance later,’ 

Mari said, smiling. ‘Maybe our little friend will 
be back.’ She picked up Bella and kissed her, 
then gave Peter a peck on the forehead. Peter 

seemed like he was about to protest. 
‘Bye!’ Bella called to Dilah in a sweet voice, 

hopping in the car and waving again. Peter 
climbed awkwardly in after her. 

‘Say goodbye to Mom,’ Jon said. 
‘Bye, Mom.’ 
‘See you tonight.’ The mother wrapped her 

coat around her body. 
The car and the roar of its engine faded 

away. The woman watched as it grew smaller 
and smaller, then suddenly remembered the 
small white fox. Turning around, she found 
there was no sign of him, only a trail of clover-
shaped paw prints left behind in the snow. 

From then on, Dilah was like a bee drawn to a 
flower – he couldn’t help but sneak over to the 
house and quietly study the family, spying on 
their happy life, and never telling his parents. 
Sometimes the children noticed Dilah. Bella 
always made a fuss and called for her mother 
to come watch with her, while Peter would 
tiptoe over to the fence alone and extend a 
friendly hand. The children even worried that 
Dilah might freeze when it got especially cold, 
and wanted to dress him in their own hats and 
scarves. But because of Papa’s warning, Dilah 
never let the children get too close. 

Dilah thought about the family day and 
night, longing to be human. He dreamed about 
how wonderful it would be if he, his father and 
mother could become humans, live in a house 
that puffed smoke, ride in a car that made 
rumbling sounds, and wear colourful clothing … 
what a rich and varied life!

DESCRIPTION
A young white fox called Dilah 
returns home to find his mother 
gravely injured. Before she dies, 
she tells him about a treasure 
with the power to make animals 
human. The clues to its location are 
contained in a moonstone buried 
beneath their den. But wicked 
blue foxes seek the treasure too, 
and Dilah must race to find it first. 
Along the way, he befriends all 
sorts of other creatures: a friendly 
seal, an ancient tortoise and a 
fierce leopard – but can he stay 
one step ahead of his enemies?

CHEN JIATONG
Chen Jiatong is one of 
China’s bestselling authors. 
He graduated from Beihang 
University with a Masters in 

Engineering. He was still at university 
when he began writing The White Fox. 
The series now consists 
of six titles, and will be 
relaunched in China in 
2019. 
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JELLY
Clare Rees
After a traumatic event that no one can talk about or even quite 
remember, Martha and her friends are stuck on a giant killer 
jellyfish. They’ve had enough of it. They’ve decided that they’re 
either going to escape, or die trying. 

• Shortlisted for the Times/Chicken House Children’s Fiction  
 Competition, this funny, touching and surreal debut is like   
 nothing you’ve read before.

• Speculative YA about relationships and teenage friendships.

• Set largely on the back of a giant jellyfish, floating in a   
 struggling, absurd world.

Price:  £7.99
Pub Date: 1st August 2019
CBMC code: E3N79
Dimensions: 198x129 mm
Word count: 65,000 (words approx.) 

Binding: Paperback

ISBN: 978-1-912626-29-8
eBook ISBN: 978-1-912626-44-1
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An extract from

JELLY
Clare Rees
Jelly. I remember jelly, from before. 

I remember the bright colours, the tangy sweet 
touch melting on your tongue, the spoon sliding, 
cutting through. I remember that little polite, 
quivering wobble. And you could see through it, 
almost. See the spoon beneath as you held it in 
mid-air, balancing it carefully on the way to your 
mouth.  

Or maybe I just remember what other people 
have said about it. Maybe my memories aren’t real. 
Because some days I’m not even sure if I’m real. 
(Pathetic alert!) Some days it would be lovely if I 
wasn’t. 

Our jelly is different. When you’re up close, 
touching it all the time, you can feel variations. 
Little changes in the texture as you walk across 
it. Sometimes the change is so subtle you don’t 
notice, until you do notice. Suddenly your feet are 
sinking into wet, slimy flesh when seconds before 
you’d been walking on hard, smooth floor. 

In the middle, where The Big House is, and where 
we have our driftwood fires, the flesh is hard so 
that if you bang on it you can make a noise like a 
drum. You always know it’s not secure, though. You 
can always feel that beneath the armoured coating 
there is something muscular, ready and moving.  
It’s like a vibration, a low humming. There are small 
pits here too, indentations which pool with fresh 

water that you can drink. I guess it tastes of The 
Jellyfish: bland, but somehow also bitter, but I can’t 
remember how fresh water is supposed to taste so 
it doesn’t bother me. The pools move around as 
The Jellyfish shifts around, but they’re always there 
somewhere, even when it’s stormy. 

At the edges of The Jellyfish the flesh gets 
softer, rubbery and stretchy. Sometimes your feet 
seep into it like you’re being absorbed. It’s not 
slippery though; the mucus sticks to you, holding 
you to the surface. When you stand up, or pull 
your feet away, a slimy trail of translucent goo falls 
off you too, pulling back into the creature’s skin. 
Interesting fact: you can eat that goo. It doesn’t 
taste very nice, but sometimes we eat it when 
the fish supplies run low. I hate the feeling of that 
sliding, wobbling mass in my mouth then. And it 
tastes the same if you vomit it back up again.  

There are darker shapes inside it: strange, hazy 
shapes.  We say they’re fish, because we think The 
Jellyfish eats fish. But sometimes the dark blobs 
look like they have arms and legs and heads and 
hair and clothes and shoes. I might be wrong. I like 
to think I am. But I’ve seen others looking in closely 
too, and wondering, watching as the shapes get 
smaller and thinner; until they disappear. 

When you lie on The Jellyfish at night, inside 
that cramped shack, you sometimes feel like you’re 
becoming part of it. Your breathing matches its 
gentle rise and fall on the waves; the vibrations 
go through you too so that your body quivers and 
starts to feel like it’s made of jelly; you wonder then 
what others can see beneath your surface.     

It’s not like the jelly that was on your spoon. Not 
like the jelly from before.

DESCRIPTION
Life has its ups and downs, 
doesn’t it? And Martha and her 
friends are really sick of going 
up, and down, and up, and 
down. After a traumatic event 
that no one can talk about or 
even quite remember, they’re 
stuck on a giant killer jellyfish, 
tantalizingly close to the shore 
and safety. They’ve had enough 
of it. They’ve decided that 
they’re either going to escape, 
or die trying. 

CLARE REES
Clare Rees works as an English 
teacher in Wokingham. She 
feels privileged to work with 
teenagers and loves that she 

gets to spend her days encouraging 
reading and writing skills in others. 
Originally starting out life as sample 
materials for students to critique, Jelly, 
her first novel, was shortlisted for the 
Times/Chicken House 
Children’s Fiction 
Competition. 
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PRINCESS BMX
Marie Basting
Trust me, the fairy tales have it so wrong. Dingy towers and 
wicked step-mums are the least of my worries: it’s the boredom 
that will kill me. Thank the good goblin I discovered BMX. If it 
wasn’t for BMX, nothing would have changed …

• A funny debut adventure from a fantastic new voice for   
 readers aged 7+. 

• Follows a pampered but rebellious princess as she travels   
 from another world, finds her true talents in BMX and   
 brings her brand-new powers back home. 

• Enchanted meets BMX!

Price:  £6.99
Pub Date: 1st August 2019
CBMC code: C3N79
Dimensions: 198x129 mm
Word count: 30,000 (words approx.) 

Binding: Paperback

ISBN: 978-1-911490-94-4
eBook ISBN: 978-1-912626-42-7
Age: 7+
Illustrations: N/a
Export: Yes
Rights: World
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An extract from

PRINCESS BMX
Marie Basting
Ethan didn’t seem to recognise me. Maybe it 
was my sports wear? The purple pleated tennis 
skirt didn’t seem that different from the short 
skirts I’d seen the girls here wearing. Thinking 
about it though, the pink and gold striped vest, 
with the fluffy unicorn emblem on it, probably 
was a bit out there, but what’s a princess from 
another world supposed to do? 

‘Ethan. Mr Ethan Hope! It’s me – Ava. I’ve 
come to have a go on your BMX bike.’ 

Ethan looked around the crater. He seemed 
to be looking everywhere except at me. I 
shouted him again.

‘Ethan! Can you hear me?’
He shrugged and rode slowly over to the 

gate, pausing to thump fists with one of the 
wheely-boarders. He must have been riding his 
BMX really fast because his cheeks were nearly 
as red as his t-shirt. 

‘Hi, Ethan,’ I said. ‘I’ve come back!’
‘So I see.’ He smiled and got off his bike. 
I waved at the wheely-boarders. They 

seemed very interested in what we were doing. 
There was a girl with dark curly hair staring at 
me with her mouth open.

‘Come on,’ Ethan said nodding towards the 
far end of the park. ‘Let’s go over there. You 
need to learn the rules of the bowl before I 

take you in there or you’ll hurt yourself.’
Rules? Why did there always have to be 

rules? I looked over at the wheely-boarders. 
They were still staring. 

‘Don’t worry,’ Ethan said. ‘They’re alright – 
just nosey. I think some of them were meerkats 
in a former life.’ He stood up on his tippy toes 
with his hands in front of his chest like he was 
holding a horse’s reins, and pinched his lips 
together.

‘I’m not worried,’ I laughed.
‘Good,’ he said, ‘good.’ 
OK, between you, me and the witch’s 

gatepost, I had been kind of worried when 
Ethan didn’t come straight over. I thought 
he might have been ignoring me. But if he 
was making jokes about fairy-tale creatures 
like meerkats, he must want to be my friend. 
Mustn’t he?  

Ethan scrunched up his face. He pulled at his 
bottom lip. ‘It wouldn’t hurt to try and blend in 
a bit though, dude,’ he said apologetically.

I chewed at my finger nails. Blending in and 
being like the other kids is all I’ve ever wanted. 
I kind of hoped it would be easier here, away 
from Dad’s expectations. 

‘Never mind,’ Ethan said. ‘You’re your own 
person, sweet. So, do you want to take the 
bike?’

‘Oh my curly wurly, yes!’ Did I! It was all I’d 
been thinking about for the last twenty-four 
hours. I still couldn’t believe I’d found my way 
back here. That this was actually happening.

DESCRIPTION
Trust me, the fairy tales have 
it so wrong. Dingy towers 
and wicked step-mums are 
the least of my worries: it’s 
the boredom that will kill 
me. Honestly, apart from the 
endless supply of cupcakes, 
being a princess is pretty 
rubbish. I used to think about 
locking myself in a tower and 
throwing away the key. Thank 
the good goblin I discovered 
BMX. If it wasn’t for BMX, 
nothing would have changed …

MARIE BASTING
Marie Basting lives in 
Manchester with her family. 
When she was fifteen, she 
was told by a careers advisor 

that girls like her don’t become writers. 
For a long time, she believed this – but 
Marie finally came to realise that girls 
like her can do anything they want.  
Princess BMX is her 
debut novel.

@riewriting
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SPYLARK
Danny Rurlander
Ever since the accident, Tom’s struggled with his mobility. But 
he has a secret escape: Skylark, his drone. It’s through Skylark 
that he stumbles upon a terrorist plot – but can he stop it in 
time? 

• Shortlisted for the Times/Chicken House Children’s Fiction   
 Competition 2017.

• A confident and exciting debut novel about friendship,   
 bravery, terrorism and technology.

• Swallows and Amazons for a thoroughly modern readership.

Price:  £6.99
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Binding: Paperback
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SPYLARK
Danny Rurlander
Tom felt a cold shiver work its way down 
his spine as he stared at the image. There 
was something unsettling about these 
alien words, in matter-of-fact white-on-
black computer font, above the familiar 
crinkled bow of the lake.  

  But he’d got too close and the man 
was looking straight at him.  

  He dropped away from the hill top like 
a stone, bracken, trees and rocks a blur in 
the display. Near the bottom he missed 
a dry-stone wall by inches and pulled 
up again into an arc that he felt in his 
stomach, before steadying himself above 
the river. Keeping low over some yew 
trees, he headed towards the church that 
stood on a rocky hump at the bottom of 
the hill. He weaved through the graveyard 
and climbed to thirty feet behind the 
church, until he could glimpse the top of 
the hill again through the slatted openings 
of the bell tower without being seen. The 
family had gone, but straw hat was still 
there, peering out with his binoculars.  

  ‘Idiot!’ Tom berated himself. ‘He’s 
looking for me now.’  

 Keeping the church tower between 

himself and the hillside he was setting, 
a bearing for home when something 
airborne loomed past, eclipsing the light 
for a second. With a twist of the controls 
Tom spiralled skywards, spun back and 
found himself staring, with horror, into the 
windshield of a helicopter.  

  The sight of it filling the screen made 
his stomach churn. It was a hefty military 
type – menacing air intakes, bulbous nose.  
He could see Skylark’s reflection in the 
pilot’s helmet visor, like a moth in the eye 
of a hawk. He saw a gloved hand point at 
him and felt the slap of turbulence as the 
aircraft pitched towards him. Tom sped 
away, like a leaf chased by the wind. 

  He twisted the throttle and watched 
the air-speed indicator surge: thirty knots 
… forty … forty-five … fifty. Through the 
controls he felt a bone-deep tremor in his 
fingers as the drone was bounced and 
buffeted on a cushion of air. He was over 
the lake now and still accelerating, sixty 
knots, sixty-five. Any faster and Skylark’s 
wings would come off, or the motors burn 
out.  

  His only chance to outmanoeuvre the 
helicopter was to flip up and over into a 
tight loop, ending up in its blind spot, and 
then take refuge somewhere low before 
he could be found again. If he was fast 
enough.

DESCRIPTION
Ever since the accident, Tom’s 
struggled with his mobility. But he 
has a secret escape: Skylark, his 
drone – through this technology, 
he can fly above his Lake District 
home, exploring his world from 
a totally different perspective. 
But when he stumbles upon a 
terrorist plot, he knows no one 
will believe him. Maggie and Joel, 
a sister and brother on holiday in 
his aunt’s cottage, are the only 
ones who can help … but can they 
stop the plot in time?

DANNY RURLANDER
Danny studied English Literature 

at the University of East Anglia, 

where he also learned to fly 

with the RAF. He has lived in 

Austria, Kenya, Devon and Australia, but 

always longed to return to the Lake District, 

where he grew up messing about in boats 

and camping on islands, 

and where his first novel, 

Skylark, is set.  
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